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Moosekitos
A Moose Family Reunion

Fun with MOOSE
and his
MOOSEFUNCTIONAL
family

- FAMILY TREE
  CREATE a Family Tree with your
  own Kissin’ Cousins.
  Create a relative tree
  for one of Margie’s characters.

- FAMILY REUNION
  Make a PHOTO ALBUM of your family
  and share with the class.
  WRITE about your family get-together
  or vacation.

- HAPPY CAMPERS
  Make some S’MORES!
  No campfire needed! Enjoy “Perfectly Perfect
  s’mores” by using graham crackers,
  marshmallow cream, and chocolate syrup.
  Bring in sleeping bags and tell some
  ‘campfire stories’.

- WHAT’S BUGGING YOU?
  STUDY mosquitos and other insects.

- GO FLY A KITE
  MAKE a kite and get it airborne!